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The Potter Yachter 

MESSABOUT MAGIC   
Messabout IX 

 
By Dick Herman 

 
 The ninth annual Great Potter Yachter Northwest Escape and Messabout is in the books.  Once again, a small 
contingent of stalwart and intrepid Potter Yachters, AKA All  The Usual Suspects, trailered their sturdy microcruisers to 
Bellingham, Washington, to cruise the waters of the San Juan and Gulf Islands.  On the face of it, hauling a small boat 
almost 900 miles one way with gas prices around $4.00 a gallon is not exactly a rational thing.  But Pottering is really a 
frame of mind, and a Messabout is about more than the boats.  
 By Labor Day, Sept 5, All the Usual Suspects had arrived and were in the water (the boats, not the Suspects).  
Jim Kirwan in Surprise, a Montgomery 15, had established contact, and, as usual, the kind folks at Squalicum Harbor 
had reserved one of the guest docks for us.  They smile a lot when we show up, and we always hear a few comments 
about our “cute little boats.”  Three P-15s were there along with Surprise:  Jim Ferguson with Esmeralda; Don Person in 
Sarah Anne; and Rob Pettit in Snow Goose.  The rest of the Potter fleet was represented by two P-19s:  Don Hunter in 
NV US with Dan Phy as his first mate; and Tom Luque in the fully-equipped JoJoMa. 
 For some reason, the Suspects attract a mixed bag of boats.  Newcomers John and Margie Couch in Sevilla,  

their pristine ComPac 23,  joined the group.  The 
veteran P-19 skippers Tim Derry and Mary Metcalf 
had switched to Chiquita, a 19-foot Cape Dory Ty-
phoon that looked like it was going ten knots even 
when tied up at the dock.  Dave and Francesca 
Kautz had wisely left their P-15 at home and 
brought Trailer Trash, a dashing O’Day 19 much 
better suited for cruising with two, especially if it 
rained. 
 Muddy Duck, a 17-foot ComPac Sun Cat, 
was there, skippered by Dick Herman, along with 
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Mary Metcalf, Tim Derry, Jim Kirwan raft-up Fossil Bay, Sucia 
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club members who do not own a Potter can crew on 
one of the Potters for the race. 

Well once again something came up and I missed Tomales 
Bay sail. This is a club sail I have never made and am 
looking forward to do it someday. 

Speaking of someday, it is time for me to move on and we 
need someone to step up to be Commodore next year. 

See you on the water, 

Bud 

I finally got to do the Benicia sail 
and to participate in Gayle and 
Goose's hospitality. There was 
plenty of wind with some out-
standing sailing, as well as good 
food and drink. Dave White and I 
sailed to Benicia from Rio Vista. 

When you see Dave ask him why the Coast Guard had a 
machine gun trained on him. 

Ken Lange the owner of International Marine has ex-
pressed a desire  to sponsor a West Wight Potter only race. 
The prizes will be something for Potters from IM. If there 
is interest in having such an event please let me know and 
we will schedule one for next year. We can have a general 
club sail on Saturday and the Potter race on Sunday. Our 

EVENTS ON THE HORIZON: 

 

10/15,16 Moss Landing to Monterey   Mike Swartz 

 

10/29  Richmond Day Sail    Neil Dorf 

 

11/19  Delta Day Sail     Bud Kerner 
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Organized in Northern California in 1978, the Potter Yachters is the longest running West Wight Potter club. Membership 

is open to owners of West Wight Potters and anyone interested in Potters and other trailerable microcruiser sailboats.  

Commodore: 
Bud Kerner 
592 Summerset Dr.  
Rio Vista, CA 94571 
 Cell: (209) 815-7542 
bizmodel@frontier.com                        
P-18 Cats Meow 
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Rich Mc Devitt 
11595 Manzanita Lane 
Dublin, CA 95346 
ViceCommodore@potter-yachters.org                        
P-15 #2531, Minnow 

P19 Fleet Captain: 
Carl Sundholm 
750 Menlo Ave #100 
Menlo Park CA 94025 
Cell: (408) 858-7057 
sundholm@att.net 
P-19 Dagmar 

P-15 Fleet Captain: 
Don Person 
1651 Ramblewood Way 
Pleasanton, CA. 94566 
P15captain@potter-yachters.org 
P-15, #2472, Sarah Anne 

Secretary/Treasurer: 
Pat Brennan 
1305 Webster St. #C205 
Alameda, CA 94501 
(510) 769-1246 
Secretary@potter-yachters.org 
P-15 #621, Eaglet 

Education Captain: 
Dave Bacon 
1043 Rio Vista Drive 
Pacifica, CA 94044 
BaconEgg@earthlink.net 
P-15, #2636, Ah Tiller the Fun 

Newsletter Editor: 
Katie Taylor 
733 Spindrift DR. 
San Jose, CA, 95134 
Cell: (408) 621-4592 
PYnewsletter@hotmail.com 
P-14 #691, Follow Me 

Commodore Emeritus  
Judy Blumhorst 
228 La Pera Circle 
Danville, CA 94526 
(925) 820 0800 
Education@potter-yachters.org 
P-19 #266 Redwing                                       
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        Mike Westfield 
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Website: 
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Rob Sampson in Mud Hen, a 21-foot Ranger tug.  For the 
purist who wonders what the owner of a gunter-rigged P-
14 is doing up there with a diesel-powered work boat 
when he could be sailing, let me offer this:  Rob’s call 
sign, Mud Hen, was quickly changed to Mother Hen as it 
is very reassuring to have Rob circling the fleet if things 
go south, which can happen.   
 Finally, John Wheeler was there, although it was 
hard to see him in his stealth boat, Khaki Duck, a ten-foot 
johnboat with a two-horsepower kicker.  Now, this takes 
some explaining.  John is an ex-West Wight Potter owner 
who has cycled through two P-15s and an IM-18, Old 
Number Two, along with an impressive fleet of other 
small boats.  Being a minimalist, he was testing the ba-
sics of microcruising. With an ordinary skipper this 
would have been worrisome, but John has been on four 
previous Messabouts, and cruised the coast of Florida 
and the Erie Canal.  In short, he is a very experienced 
small boat skipper, and if wanted to get wet and sleep 
that close to the water, that was his call.  
 After a day of rigging, fine-tuning the boats, 
shopping, and sampling the delights of Squalicum’s res-
taurants, the Suspects were ready for the next day.  Jim 

Kirwan and Dick Herman checked the weather and currents, readying for the sail to Sucia Island.  It was going to be 
warm, with little wind, and the possibility of fog. 
 
Day One: Tuesday, Sept 6 
 Most of the skippers were up by 0500 for the nineteen-nautical mile sail to Fossil Bay on Sucia Island.  The 
only formal skippers’ meeting was convened at 0730, and the fleet was away by 0800.  The weather prophets had it 
right and the weather was clear and warm with light and variable winds.  Crossing Bellingham Bay turned into a 
pleasant motor-sail, which was a delightful contrast to the normal Bellingham Bash.  The boats turned north into Hale 
Passage, retracing the route of the FOGs in “Caly’s Island.”  (Okay, so this is shameless plug for the book.)  More 
than one eye kept glancing at the fog bank in Rosario Strait on the other side of Lummi Island.  The Suspects turned 
the northern tip of Lummi Island and headed west for Fossil Bay.  The fog in Rosario Strait had lifted, and most were 
able to sail for at least half the time.    
 After a brief detour back to Squalicum, Mud/Mother Hen surged ahead to Fossil Bay, which was rapidly fill-
ing up with boaters because of the good weather.  The last of 
the Suspects arrived by 1500 (that’s 3 PM for you non-nautical 
folks), and after some milling around in Echo Bay, six of the 
intrepid Suspects found space at the dock and six rafted up on 
mooring buoys in Fossil Bay.  After a leisurely afternoon ex-
ploring Sucia and a quiet dinner on the boats, most were in bed 
early for an early departure the next morning.  Currents were a 
factor and the fleet was going to split.  
 
Day Two:  Wednesday, Sept 7 
 Jim Kirwan in Surprise joined four of the larger boats, 
Chiquita, Mud/Mother Hen, Sevilla, and Trailer Trash for an 
oh-dark-thirty departure for Bedwell Harbour on South Pender 
Island.  Their game plan – circumnavigate Salt Spring Island in 
the Canadian Gulf Islands, but it was going to take some long 

Messabout IX skippers and crews Left to right: 

Top row: Jim Ferguson, Dan Phy, Don Hunter, Tom Luque, 

Francesca and Dave Kautz, John Wheeler Middle row: Tim 

Derry, Mary Metcalf, Rob Pettit, John Couch, Dick Herman 

Front row: Rob Sampson, Margie Couch, Jim Kirwan, Don  

Person, Rob Sampson  

Minimalist John Wheeler in Khaki Duck at Deer harbor. 

Photo: Dan Phy  
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days on the water 
and they needed an 
early departure to 
avoid counter-
currents in Bound-
ary Pass.  The re-
mainder of the Su-
pects were up and 
away by 0630, 
headed south for 
Deer Harbor on 
Orcas Island.  
Again, the weather 
was clear and 
warm, the winds 
calm, and it was an 
uneventful motor-
sail down President 

Channel and into Deer Harbor.  Most of the skippers tried to keep track of John Wheeler in Khaki Duck, but he was truly 
in the stealth mode and hard to see.   
 Everyone reached port by 1030 and tied up at the fuel dock to wait for berth assignments.  It was the last day of 
Deer Harbor’s annual wooden boat show and the Suspects walked the docks, enjoying the wooden wonders.  Much to 
Dan Phy’s delight, Deer Leap, an 85-foot, converted wooden icebreaker once owned by a cousin, was there.  Dan 
quickly introduced himself to the skipper and re-established contact with the old friend.  It didn’t take much convincing 
for everyone to agree to spend two nights at Deer Harbor.  
 Meanwhile, the Long Trippers, hereafter referred to as the LTs, had reached Bedwell Harbour on South Pender 
Island and cleared Canadian immigration and customs by phone.  It was an easy decision to spend the night at Poet’s 
Cove, one of the more posh marinas in that neck of the woods, and revel in the sybaritic delights of new showers, a 
beautiful pool, and excellent restaurants.   
 
Day Three: Thursday, Sept 8 
 Currents were still a problem for the LTs at Poet’s Cove, and they were away early for the twenty-one nautical 
mile run to Maple Bay on the western side of  Sansum Narrows, opposite Salt Spring Island.  The currents and weather 
were not a problem, but the long days on the water were tough on the skippers.  They tied up at Maple Bay Marina, a 
funky, but nice family-owned establishment with a great pub, The Shipdock.  The LTs had their priorities right.  
 Meanwhile at Deer Harbor, the rest of the Suspects spent a laid-back day talking, walking, and watching the 
wooden boats depart.  Three boats; Muddy Duck, NV US, and 
Sarah Anne day sailed to Shaw Island for lunch at the small 
store overlooking the ferry dock and Harney Channel.  Sarah 
Anne proved to be a “ferry magnet” and it was easy to find Don 
– just look for the nearest ferry.  There was enough wind to sail 
back and Muddy Duck and Sarah Anne challenged the wind 
and currents to transit Pole Pass, a very narrow passage open-
ing into Deer Harbor.  Muddy Duck gave up on the second try 
and motored through.  But the skipper of Sarah Anne is a stub-
born geezer and he almost made it on the third try.  He finally 
gave up after the fourth attempt and started his outboard. 
 
Day Four: Friday, Sept 9 
 The LTs at Maple Bay were away early for another 
long day on the water.  Tim Derry recalls it as one of best days 
of light air sailing he has experienced.  They finally turned 

  Route map short and long trips. Provided by Tim Derry 

  Short trippers leaving Fossil Bay. Photo: Don Person  
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Southy Point on the northern end of Salt Spring Island,  entered Trin-
comaly Channel, and sailed south. The anchorage at Princess Cove on 
Wallace Island was full, so they pressed ahead to Annette Inlet on 
Prevost Island, which is on the south side of Salt Spring Island.  Once 
again, the anchorage was surprisingly full, probably because of the 
great weekend weather, but there was room for them to drop their 
hooks.  It had been a long day and they had sailed over twenty nautical 
miles.  Tough folks, the LTs. 
 Back at Deer Harbor, seven boats were away by 0800 – desti-
nation, Port Sidney Marina on Vancouver Island, B.C.  Again, it was 
lovely weather; warm, seas calm, and winds very light.  NV US ran 
over a sinker log entering Spieden Channel and radioed a warning.  
Fortunately, there was no damage to NV US and no one else encoun-
tered the sinker.  John Wheeler decided he was pushing his luck, and 
rather than brave the open waters of Haro Strait and assorted freighters 
in the shipping channel, peeled off and headed for Roche Harbor.  
John may be a minimalist, but he knows a safe thing when he sees it.  

The remaining six boats pulled into the immigration dock at Port Sidney Marina a little after noon.  It was a long and 
frustrating wait as the Suspects slowly cleared customs, calling in one at a time on the only phone.  
 Because of the excellent, and very warm weather, the lone 
lady in the harbor master’s office was very busy finding spots for ar-
riving boats, but she found berths for the Suspects fairly close to the 
restrooms on the main dock walkway.  That  evening, they set up 
their traditional Happy Hour in the shade of  a million-dollar motor 
yacht and met many of their fellow boaters strolling down the dock.  
The Suspects were careful to clarify that they were the “cute little 
boats” and not the gold-plater behind them.  It was a lovely evening 
filled with comradeship and meeting new folks.  
 Around 8:30 P.M., a siren echoed over the marina and one of 
the ladies they had just met came running down the dock.  Within 
minutes, a large team of paramedics ran down the dock.  The mood 
grew somber as a quiet worry settled over the marina.  Then the para-
medics wheeled out a man on a gurney.  Later, the Suspects learned 
that the sixty-six-year-old man had suffered a heart attack in his sleep 

and had 
passed away.  While sad, a few of the Suspects decided that 
crossing the bar while sleeping, in a beautiful place where 
you wanted to be, and doing what you wanted to do, is a fair 
deal.  
 
Day Five: Saturday, Sept 10 
 The LTs at Annette Inlet weighed anchor and headed 
for Port Browning, a lovely marina tucked away on the east 
side of North Pender Island less than thirteen nautical miles 
away.  Before the five boats transited Navy Channel, Rob 
Sampson established contact with Port Browning only to 
learn they were totally filled.  A decision was made and the 
intrepid and flexible skippers headed for Otter Bay, which 
made for a very short day on the water.  The marina at Otter 
Bay proved to be a good choice, and the LTs tied up and 
headed for “The Stand”  at the nearby ferry dock.  “The 
Stand” is a mom and 

Don Hunter and Dan Phy. Deer Harbor to Shaw Island 
day sail. Photo: Don Person 

  Sunrise Fossil Bay. Photo: Tim Derry  

Dick Herman’s Muddy Duck at Roche Harbor Marina.  

Photo: Neal Fennel  
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pop snack bar that serves up a world-class hamburger, which justifies any 
stop in Otter Bay. As always, it lived up to its reputation.  
 The Suspects at Port Sidney Marina were up early and wandered 
downtown for pastries, coffee, and breakfast.  After a quiet morning watching 

Sidney come alive, they wandered the book-
stores and eventually found  “The Boat Ex-
change.”  The Exchange describes itself as a 
used-parts chandlery, but think junk shop of 
used boat parts.  It was  easy to get lost rum-
maging around for a few hours, trying to de-
cide if you really needed that bit or piece.   
 Jim Ferguson, a laid-back veteran of 
two previous Messabouts, lured Tom Luque 
and Rob Pettit into Victoria in search of a good 
pub while Muddy Duck and NV US day sailed over to Sidney Island.  Later that after-
noon, Neil and Victoria Fennell with Kirin, their delightful eight-year-old daughter, 
hooked up with the Suspects.  The Fennells sail Dolly Dagger, a P-19, are from Victoria, 
and had sailed with the Suspects on Messabout XIII.  Their passports were in order and 
they were eager to sample the waters of the San Juans. That evening, everyone made their 
way into Sidney for an excellent fish and chips dinner.  Most were in their bunk by 2130.  

Real partiers, those Suspects. 
 
Day Six: Sunday, Sept 11 
 The LTs were up and away early and headed for Roche Harbor to clear customs and immigration, and rendez-
vous with the Suspects returning from Sidney.  They sailed south down Swanson Channel and into Boundary Pass where 
they had to cross the main shipping lane as it turned into Haro Strait.  A parade of one southbound and three northbound 
freighters making the turn got their attention.  Chiquita, Mud/Mother Hen, Sevilla, and Trailer Trash timed the distance 
and speed and crossed between two and three, while Surprise waited for the third freighter to pass before making it 
across. Cautious man, that Jim Kirwan.  For some reason, Mud/Mother Hen attracted the attention of a Homeland Secu-
rity patrol boat and made their acquaintance.  But that’s another story for Rob to tell. 
  
 For the Sidney Suspects, it was a relaxed morning with breakfast downtown.  They were away at 1100 hours – 
destination. Roche Harbor – and motored across a calm and warm Haro Strait, arriving in good order at 1400.  NV US  
arrived first and arranged for dock assignments with the accommodating harbor master.  The Fennells joined the now 

reunited Suspects for a gracious and well-provisioned 
Happy Hour under the pavilion at the end of the visitors’ 
dock.  Dick Herman coaxed everyone into autographing a 
copy of “Caly’s Island” for the good folks at Roche Har-
bor, since a few scenes in the novel are set at Roche.  
(Okay, so this is the second shameless pug, but Roche 
Harbor plays a role in the story, and, hopefully, we can go 
back.)  
 Later, many of the Suspects made their way to the 
shore for ice cream and to watch the retreat ceremony, 
which proved to be a very touching as Roche Harbor hon-
ored the tenth anniversary of 9-11.  
 
Day Seven:  Monday, Sept 12 
 Half of the Suspects breakfasted at the Lime Kiln 
Cafe and analyzed the weather as they waited for favor-

Kirin Fennel at Blakely Marina. Photo: Rob 
Sampson 

Freighter in Haro Strait. Can you find Jim Kirwan? Photo: Francesca 
Kautz 

(Messabout: continued from page 5) 
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The Fennels and Rob Sampson at 

Blakely Marina.  

Photo: Francesca Kautz  
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able currents and the fog in San Juan Channel to lift.  The 
winds had shifted to out of the south and small craft warnings 
were flying in Haro Strait.  John Wheeler decided that he had 
tested the depths of minimalization and was going to catch the 
ferry back to the mainland to retrieve his car and trailer, then 
return to Roche Harbor to pull out.  Wise man, John.  
 By 11:30, the Suspects were away in two groups to 
challenge the conditions in Spieden Channel.  It was not a 
pleasant experience and most immediately reefed down as they 
punched their way around the northern end of San Juan Island 
and headed south for Friday Harbor.  Snow Goose experienced 
a rigging malfunction and its skipper had a religious moment 
before clearing the malfunction.  Rob had been tested and 
walked the docks afterwards with a more firm and confident 
pace.  Pottering does that to a skipper.  
 The wind gods relented and the Suspects had to motor the last five miles to Friday Harbor.  As usual, most of the 
Suspects tied up in the inner harbor near the floating restroom, and not too far from the visitors’ dock where Chiquita, 
Mud/Mother Hen, Sevilla, and Trailer Trash were berthed.  
 That afternoon the Suspects gathered on the picnic barge for Happy Hour.  Don Person drew himself up to his 
full five-foot-five and inducted John and Margie Couch into the Nautical Order of Geezers; John as a NOG in training, 
and Margie as a pre NOGette.  John recalls it as a memorable moment that brought to a tear to his eye, which is a very 

polite way of saying what he was really thinking.  Before a 
round of toasts could be offered with Don’s favorite concoction 
of rum and pineapple juice, the table tipped and the drinks 
landed in Dick Herman’s lap, giving his jeans a fresh aroma for 
the rest of the voyage.  Such is the way of NOGdom. 
 Four of the Suspects ambled into town for dinner at Ha-
ley’s Bait Shop and Grill before hitting the sack.  The evening 
sky held the promise of another nice day and the Suspects had 
decided to layover.  
 
Day Eight: Tuesday, Sept 13 
 The Suspects were up and about early and half made 
their way to Rocky’s, a cafe famous with the locals for its break-
fasts and great coffee.  Sevilla headed for Bellingham for an 
early pullout in order to attend a family function, and the rest of 
the Suspects 

kicked back for the day.  Three boats, Dolly Dagger, Muddy Duck, and 
Sarah Anne headed for Fisherman’s Bay across San Juan Channel.  It was 
a pleasant sail and they docked at Lopez Islander Resort for lunch on the 
patio overlooking the bay.  Kirin, entertained them with third grade jokes, 
which were a perfect fit for the charmed Suspects. 
 Back at Friday Harbor, Tom Luque continued to install his Snap 
Gate on a few Potters (the boats, not the Suspects).  The Snap Gate is a 
device for closing and opening the sail gap in a mast track, and keeps the 
sail slugs in the track.  It is an elegant and simple invention, and most im-
portantly, it works.  
 One of the pleasures of Friday Harbor is ferry watching.  John 
Wheeler disembarked with his vehicle and trailer and made contact on his 
way to Roche Harbor to retrieve Khaki Duck.  He smiled broadly when he 
learned about the conditions in Spieden Channel the previous day.  Not 
long after, Mike and Kay Trueman 

(Messabout: continued from page 6) 

Bumpy ride to Friday Harbor Jim Ferguson and  Rob Sampson 
Photo: Don Person 

Dan Phy Don Hunter Jim Kirwan in Bellingham Bay headed for 
Lummi Island. Photo: Don Person 

Snap-gate entrepreneur Tom Luque at Blakely  

Marina.  Photo:Rob Sampson 
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arrived.  Mike is a veteran of  four previous Messabouts and sails a 
beautiful Montgomery 15.  He and Kay were touring the San Juans 
celebrating their 46th wedding anniversary, and, naturally, had to 
check on the Suspects.  Then Bob and Dil Pisani arrived in their 
Ranger Tug, fresh from a Ranger Tugboat Convention.  Bob is a 
new P-15 owner and sails mainly with the Wednesday crowd in the 
Oakland Estuary.  They tied up close to Mud/Mother Hen and 
joined the Suspects for the day. 
 That evening, Don Hunter recalls having a rare moment 
preparing dinner for Rob Pettit and Dan Phy on board NV US.  He 
outdid himself with filet mignon, Bernaise sauce, and green beans 
with bacon and onions.  Rob added garlic mashed potatoes and they 
had a superb dinner, celebrating a great trip and good friends.  
 
Day Nine: Wednesday, Sept 14 
 The weather reports were forecasting change and the Sus-
pects sensed they were pressing their luck.  It was time to head for 

home.  A small group made their way back to Rocky’s for an early breakfast, and everyone was away by 0900;  destina-
tion – Blakely Island Marina nine nautical miles away.  It was cooler, and, again, there was no wind.  NV US and Snow 
Goose decided to take advantage of the calm conditions and 
pressed on to Bellingham, another eighteen nautical miles, to 
pull out.  Dolly Dagger, Mud/Mother Hen, Sarah Anne, and 
Trailer Trash called in at Olga on Orcas Island for an out-
standing lunch at the gift store before making the short run to 
Blakely.  
 After checking out his outboard, Jim in Surprise and 
Tim and Mary in Chiquita headed for Inati Bay on Lummi 
Island to anchor for the night.  It was another eleven nautical 
miles but the conditions were calm and currents favorable.  
Besides, it would make for a short run to Bellingham the next 
day.  
 It was a quiet and warm evening as the last of the 
Suspects gathered for the final night.  The last of the wine 
was poured and hors d’oeuvres shared as the Suspects were 
treated to Tom Luque’s story of “Who’s afraid of Virginia 
Fox.”  For Dave Kautz it was very special.  “As much I like 
to sail, I have to say it takes a second priority to the camara-
derie that develops on the trip. The group that was gathered at Blakely seemed particularly relaxed and cohesive and 

having the Fennell family there moved us another step away from 
‘Grumpy Old Men with boats.’  The combination of great folks having 
a good time in spectacular scenery is much of the Messabout magic.” 
 That says it all. 
 
Day Ten: Wednesday, Sept 15 
 Tim had set Chiquita’s plow anchor at Inati Bay and Surprise 
had rafted up for the night.  Unfortunately, the steep shelf prevented a 
longer scope, and when the winds kicked up just after midnight, the two 
boats started to move around.  Around 0500, Surprise’s shorter mast 
locked under Chiquita’s forestay, and Jim had to cast off to prevent 
damage.  By early morning, two-foot swells were rolling across Bel-
lingham Bay and the two boats were in for a bash as they made for 
Squalicum Harbor.  
 The Suspects at 
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Jim Ferguson, Dave Kautz entering Blakely Harbor. Photo: 
Rob Sampson 

Tom Luque tells the tale of Virginia fox. Photo: Rob Sampson  

Olga public dock for lunch stop. Photo: Francesca Kautz  
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Blakely said good-by to the Fennells who headed for Deer 
Harbor and home.  The boats were away just after sunrise 
to take advantage of the favorable currents in Rosario 
Strait.  The winds were increasing as the six boats rounded 
Carter Point on the south end of Lummi Island and entered 
Bellingham Bay.  It turned into a real “Bellingham Bash”  
in conditions best described as on the interesting side of 
sporting as the winds reached sixteen knots and the skip-
pers reefed.  Conditions calmed as they approached Squali-
cum and all made safe harbor by 1130.  
 Rain was in the forecast, so the Suspects hurried to 
pull out and derig.  In the midst of all the activity, Fran-
cesca looked out over the bay and offered the perfect sum-
mation, “That’s the price for all the good weather.”   Fi-
nally, the last of the group, Jim Ferguson, Dave and Fran-
cesca Kautz, Tom Luque, Rob Sampson, Don Person, and 
Dick Herman gathered to chant the traditional “Cheated 
Death Again.” 
 Like Dave Kautz said, it was a truly magical Messabout.  
 
An Afterword 
 In many respects, the ninth Messabout was the best I have organized and participated in.  We may not have had 
the consistent winds that make for great sailing, but we did have a few good days and two challenging sails.  There were 
many memorable moments; however, Dave Kautz expressed it perfectly when he described it all as Messabout magic.  It 
is the camaraderie that develops each year as the group melds into a pack of true friends that has made the Messabouts 
such an important part of my sailing life.  I will never forget gathering on the veranda at Boston Harbor on a warm Sun-
day evening on the first Messabout and laughing as hard as I can remember; or a few sunrises and sunsets that took my 
breath away; or sitting with Dave Lawson on a star-lit night at Fossil Bay swapping stories and destroying Pat Brennan’s 
bottle of Bushmills. And how many cups of early-morning coffee have I shared with Don Person as we greeted a new 

day? 
 There have been 
some tense moments; like 
the run from Von Donop 
Inlet on Cortes Island to 
Hariot Bay on Quadra Is-
land on the fourth 
Messabout; or the race 
against an incoming storm 
that chased us off the wa-
ter on the same Messabout.  
And there have been a few 
miserable moments, like 
the slog in the rain from 
Friday Harbor to Blakely 
Island Marina on 
Messabout II.  Still, I 
would not trade a single 
moment. 
 A few souls call 
me the group’s leader. But 
nothing could be further 

Don Person motor-sails the last lap, Bellingham Bay bash, to Squalicum 

Harbor. Photo: Francesca Kautz  

(Messabout continues on page 10) 

(Messabout: continued from page 8) 

The short trip 

skippers led by 

Admiral Her-

man chant 

cheated death 

again. Jim 

Ferguson, 

Admiral Her-

man, Tom 

Luque, Don 

Person, Fran-

cesca Kautz, 

Dave Kautz. 

Photo: Rob 

Sampson  
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from the truth.  The Suspects are as diverse and strong-willed collection of skip-
pers as you can find, and any attempt to “lead” them is like trying to nail Jello 
to the wall.  But if they agree on a common objective, they are as strong and 
cohesive a bunch as you can find. I’ll never forget Tim Derry’s radio call as I 
tried to organize a photo shoot for a news photographer on Messabout IV.  “Is it 
too early to mutiny yet?”   
 In the opening paragraph, I wrote, “. . . a Messabout is about more than 
the boats.”  It’s really about the individuals who have the temperament and 
skills to sail a microcruiser like the West Wight Potter 15.  But as Don Person 
recites in the NOG Oath, “I am of a certain age and recognize the implacability 
of time's measures on my mind and body. I will go forward undaunted and ig-
noring to the limits of my ability the changes wrought by time and accept them 
as signs that I am progressing as I must.”  It has been a great adventure, but it is 
time for me to step aside.  I hope some able-minded individual will organize 
another Messabout and point the Suspects in a direction, and then have the pa-
tience to just let the magic happen. 
 But for now, let me end by saying, “Thank you, one and all.”   

(Messabout: continued from page 9) 

John and Margie Couch NOG(IT) initiates, 

Friday Harbor. Photo: Francesca Kautz  

Long trip 
skippers 
meeting, 
Rob 
Sampson, 
Jim Kirwan, 
Dave Kautz, 
John Couch. 
Photo: John 
Couch 

 

 

 

 

 

Poet's 

Cove. 

Photo: 

John 

Couch  
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Blown Off the Bay 
By Pat Brennan 

Photos by Carl Sundholm 

 

The Friday before our scheduled Clipper Cove 

picnic was dead calm in Alameda so I expected 

Saturday’s trip from Alameda to Clipper Cove 

would be a motor boat ride.  But Saturday morn-

ing appeared more promising with a good 

breeze blowing early. 

A modest fleet began gathering at Grand Street 

at about 8:00 AM.  Ron Bell was there first with 

his P-15.  Three more P-15s soon followed:  

Rich McDevitt , Goose Gossman with his crew 

of new Potter 19 owner, Linda Perz,  and David 

Elkins and daughter with his new-to-him P-15.  

Carl Sundholm and his P-19 arrived with son 

Sam.  Neil and Becky Dorf came all the way 

from Roseville with their Monty 15. I was there 

with my new ComPac Legacy. A reminder of the 

meaning of next day, September eleventh, was brought home by the arrival of two large Navy patrol boats 

that were also being launched from the Grand Street ramp.  David and Judy B. arrived but without a boat.  

Judy gave some advice to Dave Elkins on proper reefing as it was becoming quite windy 

All the boats were underway from Grand street by about 10:00. We were able to sail close hauled down the 

estuary with little tacking.  The wind continued to freshen and most boats had reefed before the end of the 

estuary.  The Dorfs were the first to reach the bay and were headed toward the Bay Bridge when Becky, 

showing remarkable good sense, argued that it would be a good idea to give up on Clipper Cove and head 

back.    Rich McDevitt was close by and agreed that conditions were a bit too sporting on the bay and notified 

all the other boats that Clipper Cove picnic was a no go. 

Actually, one Potter Yachter did make it to Clipper Cove.  Harry Gordon reported, “Where were you guys? If 

you think it was windy below the Bay Bridge, you shoulda seen it on the other side of Yerba Buena Island. 

Clipper Cove was on the lee side and stayed 

flat.  As you probably surmised, the only sailboat 

I took with me was the emblem on the bow of 

my Voyager minivan. I had seriously overslept 

and realized I couldn't make the 10:00 sail from 

Alameda, so decided to drive to Yerba Buena/

Treasure Island and join my friends on the 

beach at Clipper Cove.   I kept watching for Pot-

ters to appear beneath the bridge.  I soon real-

ized that the windy conditions probably can-

celled your Clipper Cove destination.” 

Much more good sailing on the estuary after the 
group turned around, and we all sailed pretty 
much together, until almost to the Coast Guard 
station. Most of the fleet headed back towards 

Potters share ramp with the Navy 

Jack London Square (Clipper: continues on page 12) 
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the dock, but the Dorfs turned their boat, 
TwoCan, around and tacked back out to-
wards Jack London Square and did some 
more messing about before deciding to 
take a break at Quinn's .  
My boat was the last one off the water at 
about 3:30 and by then white caps were 
forming on the estuary.    No picnic, but 
great sailing. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dave Elkins and bow-riding daughter 

(Clipper: continued from page 11) 

Carl following Ron and Rich 

The Dorfs meet high winds at the end of the Estuary 
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Being Motorless in Benicia Led to a Great Day Hitch-hike Sailing. 
By Carl Sundholm 

I was really looking forward to sailing in Benicia.  Seems like this year 

had more cancellations of scheduled Potter-Yachter sails than any year 

that I can remember.  After this year’s March 26, 2011 Benicia sail was 

canceled due to rain, it was rescheduled to August 28, 2011. 

Comes the month of August and Goose put out the call for a Benicia sail, 

starting Saturday with gracious invitation for dinner afterwards, and more 

fun for overnighters on Sunday. 

After Dagmar’s motor conked-out in Monterey, I took the motor to a re-

pair shop and when the repair guy said it was fixed, I got ready for Beni-

cia. 

So I picked up my son Sam and we trailered Dagmar up to Benicia. 

 

There we saw Steve Potter and Stars & Bars, Jerry Barrilleaux and Sun-

shine, Bud and Cat’s Meow, and Goose and Larry and his Peep Hen cat-

boat, David Meyers, David White, and others. 

Although it was morning, the winds were blowing strongly from the west 

at about 20 mph and stirring up white caps. 

As I was setting up Dagmar with Sam, Harry Gordon pulled up next to us.  

After perusing the wind situation, he decided against going out.  Although 

it made me think twice, we continued setting Dagmar up . . . until we got 

to the motor.  

I figured that I should try to start her on the trailer first, to make sure she 

was really “fixed.”  When I was yanking on the motor trying to start it, I 

remember hearing the voice of Harry Gordon in the background saying "did you use fuel stabilizer?" . . . and I was think-

ing to myself "stabilizer," what's that?   So I kept on yanking to no avail, and then asked the others for help, and a motor 

caucus transpired.   

Jerry Barrilleaux even waived his magic 

wand, broke down the carburetor, fiddled 

with the float, and rebuilt it before our 

eyes, and it seemed to run for a few sec-

onds, so we put her in the water to see if it 

would perform there.   

Unfortunately, with the motor in the water 

I pulled and pulled, and it just wouldn’t 

start.  I thought there it goes again, Dag-

mar’s motor pulling the same stunt she 

pulled in Monterey when we had to be 

towed twice when the motor would not 

revive.  I took the motor to a very reputable 

repair guy, who said he fixed it.  So I just 

couldn’t understand it.   

But it was an undeniable fact that it would-

n’t start, so I put Dagmar back on the 

trailer in the lot.  Jerry suggested “why let 

   Gathering at the ramp 

  Jerry Barrilleaux, the Magician, waves his magic wand While Steve 

(Benicia: continues on page 14) 
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the motor spoil the day, you came here to go sailing, 

didn’t you?”  His logic was infallible.  Jerry offered me 

a ride on Sunshine with a new 2003 P-19 owner Linda 

Perz.  Steve Potter offered my son Sam a ride, so we 

both set to enjoying the day sailing. 

 

It was really very windy that morning, and most people 

were reefed. It was interesting watching Larry and 

Goose in the Peep Hen sail the winds. 

 

Now if I was as good a sailor as Jerry Barrilleaux, I 

wouldn’t have needed the motor.  In fact, Jerry didn’t 

start his motor all day and it was enjoyable to see how a 

master sailor plies his craft.  Jerry even sailed her into the marina, and we saw some people “walking their dog” IN THE 

WATER.   

After that Jerry seemed to sail at will where he wanted 

through the labyrinth of docks in the marina without even 

a thought of starting the motor, where I would have had 

to drop the sail and start the motor.  Now that I’ve seen it 

can be done, I might  be a little less quick on the motor 

and try using the sails.   

 

Sunshine is very well appointed, balanced, and her sail 

plan is thoroughly thought out.  While nearly all of the 

other boats were reefed due to the high winds, Jerry did-

n’t reef because his reef points are very high up on the 

sail, but there was no point at which Sunshine seemed at 

all overwhelmed by the wind.  She is one very cool boat!  

Sam got quite a sailing skills demonstration riding with 

Steve Potter as well, including the prospect of water over 

the gunnels. Then Steve let Sam do the sailing and, you 

know, he did pretty good!  Jerry and Steve have amazing sail-

ing skills!   

Contrary to the typical SF Bay weather pattern where winds 
become more sporting in the afternoon, a very windy white cap 
morning that challenged skills, gave way to a more relaxing 
sunny after moon of splendid sailing.  
After one heck of a great day sailing, Goose and Gail opened 

their house to us for a sumptuous feast.  Goose and Gail have a 

fantastic home, with spiral stair case, a spyglass tower, with 

walls and rooms appropriately nautically appointed in every 

conceivable creative way.  After wonderful food, surroundings, 

company, and conversation, I thanked everyone and took Dag-

mar on the long drive home, thinking if not for Dagmar’s motor 

problem, Sam and I wouldn’t have had such a great day hitch-

(Benicia: continued from page 13) 

Steve Potter, making tracks 

Let’s go sailing! 

Walkin’ and washin’ the dog, and having fun doing it. 

(Benicia: continues on page 15) 
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ing rides with Steve and 

Jerry.  I hear that those who stayed overnight had 

a great time sailing on Sunday. 

THE AFTERMATH.   Well, here’s the aftermath.  

When my motor wouldn't start (again) at Benicia, 

I was exasperated from repeated yanking on the 

starter cord and I was ready to buy a new motor 

and chew-out the outboard motor mechanic who 

said he fixed my Honda 5 hp.  

But the mechanic came highly recommended for 
his honesty and compentence by a trusted source, 
so I began thinking: "Was it possible that the me-
chanic actually did have the motor working, and I 
was being stupid and doing something different 
that was causing the motor not to work?"  
And then I remembered Harry Gordon’s prophetic 
words as I was pulling Dagmar’s starter cord.  It 
seemed sort of like the word “Rosebud” as uttered in the movie Citizen Kane:   "did you use fuel stabilizer?" . . . fuel 
stabilizer. . . fuel stabilizer.  

So I looked it up and then it came to me: it 
could be the gas. When I gave the motor to 
the mechanic, I did not give him my gas 
tank; so he was using different gas, and I was 
using the same old gas, which I had left in 
the tank in the boatyard for many months.   
So I resolved today that, before I bought a 
new motor and chewed out the mechanic, I 
would go the boatyard, dismantle the carbu-
retor, clean it with acetone, and put it back 
together, and run brand new gas through it.  
If it worked, I'd keep the old motor a little 
longer; if not, I'd bite the bullet and get a new 
motor.  

Well, sure enough, it started and kept on running!  
Before, after multiple hard pulls it would run for maybe a second or so and 
quit, but now it was running continuously for several minutes before I had 
to turn it off to stop it.   Later I tried it in the water and it seemed to run 
fine.  So I'll hold off on getting that new motor for the time being, so long 
as this one still works.  
Although I feel a little foolish at not figuring out it was "bad gas" earlier, I 
thought I should share this with you as my fellow sailors in case your frus-
tration with your motor not starting leads you to prematurely consider buy-
ing a new motor. It could be simpler and cheaper than you think.   And now 
I religiously use fuel stabilizer. 
 

 

 

 

(Benicia: continued from page 14) 
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 The Moss landing to Monterey sail is taking place on October 16 and 17th, we will be launching in 

Moss Landing around 10 o'clock on the 16th and coming back to Moss Landing on Sunday the 17th. For any-

one that wants to come down early we have secured the guest dock at Elkhorn Yacht Club for Friday the 

15th. This from Moss Landing to Monterey is approximately 12 nautical miles and should take between four 

and five hours. The parking in Moss Landing, I believe is $12 a day for truck and trailer. They have an enve-

lope system so try to bring exact change. Also, one of the great things about this sail is its versatility, depend-

ing on wind weather sea state etc. we have the option of launching in Monterey and is spending the weekend 

there, so for anyone that would like to do that that can also be a fun sale with the option of meeting up with 

the fleet or tooling around in Monterey. So far we have had a good early autumn with really nice weather, if 

the weather holds it should be a nice weekend sail. if anyone needs more info they can call me @831-801-

1788. 

Mike Swartz 

Dan and Gretchen Ricker’s Com-Pac 19 

Moss Landing to Monterey 

Saturday and Sunday, October 15 & 16 2011 
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 Richmond is a great place from which to access the San Francisco Bay. Possible destinations include 

Angel Island, Alcatraz, the Golden Gate, and points north including China Beach and Loch Lomond Marina in 

San Rafael. The tides on this particular Saturday favor a northerly sail, as the tide will be coming in most of 

the morning. We will be leaving from the Marina Bay launch ramp. Launching and parking is $10. One can 

stay overnight for $12. There is good dining in the area, and some nice parks. The Liberty Ship memorial is 

nearby and worth a visit.  

Address and Directions:  

Marina Bay Yacht Harbor: 1340 Marina Way South, Marina Bay, CA 94804 

Phone: (510) 236-1013 

Fax: (510) 236-1957  

Hours: Monday - Sunday 9am to 5pm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Richmond Day Sail, Saturday October 29th 

Host: Eric Zilbert 

From Marin:  

     I-580 E across the Richmond/San Rafael Bridge 

(towards Richmond/Oakland)  

     Exit at Marina Bay Parkway  

     Turn Right onto Marina Bay Parkway  

     Turn Right onto Regatta Blvd.  

     Turn Left onto Marina Way South  

 

From San Francisco/Oakland:  

     I-80 E/I-580 W  

     Take the Pt. Richmond/San Rafael Exit onto I-

580 W  

     Exit at Marina Bay Parkway.  

     Take the Marina Bay Pkwy/S 23rd St exit  

     Turn left at Marina Bay Pkwy  

     Turn Right onto Regatta Blvd.  

Tides for Richmond: 

 

Date H/L Time Height 

10/29 High 2:52 am 5.3 

10/29 Low 7:47 am 2.5 

10/29 High 1:46 pm 7.0 

10/29 Low 8:46 pm -1.2 



 

 

The Potter Yachter is a forum for exchange of ideas and in-
formation among West Wight Potter (and other mini-yacht) 
sailors.  But we Potter Yachters are mostly a bunch of ama-
teurs finding our way by trial and error and luck.   

You will probably find some very helpful tips or ideas in the 
Potter Yachter that will enhance your sailing experience, but 
you may also find some ill-advised suggestions or ideas that 
just don’t work for your particular boat, your sailing environ-
ment, your level of sailing experience, or your boat-working 
skills.  So please understand that any sailing tutorials, suggested 
boat modifications, recommended cruises, etc., are the opinion of 
the author, based presumably on his or her personal experience 
and judgment at the time the article or letter was written. 

If a Potter Yachter believes s/he has a good idea and submits it to 
the newsletter for publication, we will usually pass it on to the rest 
of you in the newsletter, but take it “with a grain of salt” and a large 
portion of your own good judgment, and perhaps get a second opin-
ion before undertaking a modification or cruise or sailing technique 
you read about in the Potter Yachter (or any other publication)  
- The Editor 

With a Grain of  SaltWith a Grain of  SaltWith a Grain of  SaltWith a Grain of  Salt    

 

Patrick Brennan 

1305 Webster St., C205 

Alameda, CA 94501 
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